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Sahabat Pegadaian is a community
page for PT Pegadaian (Persero). 
 
This page is contained with financial
content, such as financial tips,
promotional content, and fun post.
This page also as a media for
Pegadaian's customer to ask and
complain about Pegadaian's services. 
 
The purpose of creating social media
content is to educate the public if
doing transactions at Pegadaian is
very easy and safe.
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Sekolah Karakter is a school
model that applies learning
"Pendidikan Holistik Berbasi
Karakter". Sekolah Karakter
wanted to build interactions with
their target about "Pendidikan
berbasis Karakter" is very
appropriate to develop children's
interests and talents. 
 
So we make the content social
media to share about activity in
school, sharing time with parents
and maintance their campaign. 
 
Their page is optimized by using
ads to generate lead, boost
engagement, and sharing time. 
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Bidan Pintar Digital is one of the social media  (Only Facebook Group)
campaign created by Frisian Flag.
 
Their goals is educate Midwife in Indonesia how to use social media for
business, use technology with wise and not directly persuading the sale of
their product (Susu BALITA 0-5 Tahun).
 
Their page is optimized by using workshop from Frisian Flag and give
away on their page. 
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BIDAN PINTAR
DIGITAL



Socialselling.id have two account
social media (Fanpage and
Instagram). Socialselling.id is a
incubators that provide training or
workshops on digital marketing. 
 
My role is created content for social
media like a greeting days, marketing
for workshops, instastory every
moment in workshops or training.
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SOCIAL
SELLING

Actually I worked in this
company as Event
Management and Social
Media, while I manage and
organized workshop or
training also handle create
social media content. 
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SMART+
PROF
Smart+ Pro is a leading provider of high
quality food and beverage products by
Sinarmas Agribusiness and food for both
industrial and consumer use. 
 
Smart+ Pro has Instagram, Twitter and Fan
page for sharing about tips baking cookies,
sharing schedule Grand Baking Demo and
Giveaway. 
Smart+ Pro also has a Facebook group
(Indonesia Bakerspreneur) which is
dedicated to the community of baking
lovers (no customers).
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SMART+
PROF

My responsibility as a social media
admin is to post all the content to
social media, adjust the tags
according to the content, upload video
baking to YouTube, answer all the
questions in the comments column or
direct messages, and change hero
banner in all social media (Fan page,
Instagram, Twitter and YouTube)
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METLAND
TRANSYOGI
Metland Tranyogi is a Residential
Prestisus area with a Green
Humanitarian Concept.
 
Metland Transyogi have 2 account
social media (Facebook and
Instagram), 
 
Metland Tranyogi is a Residential
Prestisus area with a Green
Humanitarian Concept.
This page is contained with promotion
house content, such as regional
facilities, type of house and
department store.
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METLAND
TRANSYOGI

My responsibility as a social media admin Metland
Transyogi is to post all the content to social media,
adjust the tags according to the content, monitoring
and produced (weekly report), and answer all the
questions in the comments column or direct
messages.
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BFI 
EDUCATION

BFI Education is one of the finance companies for the Children's
Education Program.
BFI Education has 2 social media accounts (Facebook and Instagram).
 
My responsibility as a social media admin is monitored their social media
account, answer the Messenger (Facebook), and produced bi-weekly
report. 
 
Their page is optimized by using ads to generate lead and boost
engagement. 



THANK YOU


